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Thank you for choosing Celebration Tree, here are a
few tips for using your Fingerprint Tree guestbook.
As soon as you receive your print remove from the rigid tube and lay flat

under large book or place in cardboard envelope for safe storage until the
celebration date.

Assign a family member or friend (I suggest 2 people to share the task) to

gather your guests to ‘leaf’ their fingerprints on the tree and sign the guest
sheet.
You will need a dedicated area to set your Celebration Tree kit up at the venue.
The entrance foyer/bar is ideal as this is a good place to catch your guests or
maybe somewhere near the line up are to meet the Bride & Groom.

Arrange a table with white cloth, flowers, wedding confetti, sprinkles etc, a

pretty container for your hand wipes can be either a glass bowl, white china
heart plate, there are lots available and don’t forget to provide a bin!

Lay the fingerprint tree flat on the table or you can blu tac onto a flip chart
which can be decorated and hopefully supplied by the venue.

Make sure the instruction card is placed with the ink pads and guest signing

sheet. Don’t forget a pen! A test fingerprint card is included if you wish to use.
I include a glossy colour brochure which will easily stand on your table ~ fold
the opposite way so the back of the leaflet with Tree picture is prominent.

The inks are new so you don’t need to press the finger too firmly as this may

create a more block colour print. Ask guests to lightly press their imprint onto

the paper. You can achieve various shades with the same colour ink. They are
water based pigment inks and will easily wipe off the finger with a wipe and
will not stain, once printed they will quickly dry and are fade resistant.

A good idea is to ask the Best Man or Groom to quickly remind all guests to

fingerprint your alternative guestbook tree! This makes a good talking point
too.

Once your tree is complete place it back in the rigid tube or envelope for safe
keeping until you can frame it. Don’t leave it out as you can run the risk of

children or enthusiastic champagne drinkers to ‘add’ more prints and possibly
in the wrong place!

When your tree is complete you can add your own prints, these can be in a
different coloured ink for the Bride & Groom, Parents and siblings for
Christening Trees, Wedding anniversary couples or Special occasion Birthday
Girl/Boy!

Most of all let your guests have fun and create an original work of art to
treasure!
There are more FAQ at www.celebration-tree.co.uk

